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ABSTRACT Internet of medical things (IoMT) is getting researchers’ attention due to its wide applicability
in healthcare. Smart healthcare sensors and IoT enabled medical devices exchange data and collaborate
with other smart devices without human interaction to securely transmit collected sensitive healthcare data
towards the server nodes. Alongside data communications, security and privacy is also quite challenging
to securely aggregate and transmit healthcare data towards Fog and cloud servers. We explored the existing
surveys to identify a gap in literature that a survey of fog-assisted secure healthcare data collection schemes is
yet contributed in literature. This paper presents a survey of different data collection and secure transmission
schemes where Fog computing based architectures are considered. A taxonomy is presented to categorize
the schemes. Fog assisted smart city, smart vehicle and smart grids are also considered that achieve secure,
efficient and reliable data collection with low computational cost and compression ratio. We present a
summary of these scheme along with analytical discussion. Finally, a number of open research challenges are
identified. Moreover, the schemes are explored to identify the challenges that are addressed in each scheme.
INDEX TERMS
compression.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) comprise of smart devices to
exchange information with each other [1]. Multiple intelligent sensory elements and wearable smart devices contribute to develop IoT [2] and play a vital role in fields like
healthcare, mining, buildings, cities, agriculture, transportation, Industries and automated systems [3]. In healthcare,
smart medical devices connect peoples and smart objects
which makes life easy and simple [4]. Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is becoming an essential element in
healthcare. It provides smart services for healthcare by collecting various types of information and transmitting it to
cloud repositories [5], [6]. IoMT joins everything in smart
healthcare. Therefore, a green [7] solution is required to overcome the several challenging issues in recent strategies of IoT
based smart healthcare [8]. Medical devices provide remote
monitoring of patient to improve the quality and efficiency of
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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patient medical treatment [9]. Patient sensor devices transmit health information to nearby smart collector devices
or servers. Medical networks ensure patient safety, organize patient information and provide timely critical health
information in emergency situations [10]. In the application
of healthcare, many miniaturized devices are exploited for
healthcare data collection. Hence, their secure transmissions
should be also discussed. For example, [11] proposes secure
transmission protocols in wearable devices. Reference [12]
develops an effective authentication scheme for promising
battery-free implanted devices on human bodies. In this Context, cyber physical systems (CPS) are also used in social services, especially in healthcare-based applications. It enhances
the quality of medical care and extensively reduces the healthcare cost [13]. In health monitoring, patients’ health related
data is transmitted towards the cyber world to process and
analyze huge amounts of data in real time [14]. In this situation, an improved computing frameworks are required to
dynamically integrate both real and cyber aspects of medical
cyber physical systems (MCPS) [15]. Real time monitoring
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and feedback control services based systems in healthcare
scenarios are considered as MCPS. Thus, it develops a need
for the IoT enabled medical network capable of managing challenging communication requirements and handling
processing of large number of users [16]. Fog computing
architectures provide data computation, storage services and
networking as a middle layer among cloud server and end
user.
Fog based system escorts cloud computing model to the
edge of the network thus enabling low latency, interoperability and local analysis as few basic attributes of Fog computing. The term ‘‘FoG server’’ was invented by Cisco [17].
Smart healthcare architecture [18] allows monitoring devices
to interact with the patient and remotely share data to the
server [19], [20]. At the edge of the network, it processes
huge amount of data generated by numerous devices to reduce
the bandwidth and energy consumption. It reduces the overhead at the cloud server and also balancing the load among
multiple local fog nodes. It also provides local processing
and storage to attain better quality and response as compared
with cloud. Integration of fog and IoT provide more reliable,
secure and efficient services for users [21]. Fog node locally
processes data and predict intelligent decisions in emergency
situation to efficiently handle the critical situation of patient
health [22]. In smart healthcare systems, fog nodes with
smart collector nodes at the edge of the network can be
applicable because healthcare systems have attributes of low
power, energy and bandwidth [23]. Fog computing and cloud
computing can be an appropriate combination to overcome
challenges in IoT and healthcare system [24], [25].
In IoMT, data aggregation is a requisite technique to abolish redundant health parameters of patient data and diminishing transmission cost. In data aggregation, numerous medical
sensing devices collect patient data. Edge devices aggregate
data from the medical sensor nodes and then send the aggregated data to the cloud server [26]. The collection of data
can be categorized into two types of devices Homogeneous
and Hybrid devices. Both types of devices separately transmit
data to the Fog node. Moreover, mobile devices are introduced as a collector node for efficient data aggregation [27].
It is a challenging task in remote health monitoring systems
because nodes are mostly located in hostile surroundings with
insecure transmission medium. In such scenario, there is a
possibility of malicious attacks like data modification and
data forgery. There is a need for secure data aggregation while
preserving the data integrity and privacy of the patient [28].
In IoT, security and privacy for sensitive data of patients is
essential [29] and quite challenging in IoMT.
Secure and privacy preserved aggregated data is the main
and compulsory part at both end node device and fog
node [30]. Authentication [31] of edge devices is also important task to preserve the integrity of data because these
devices aggregate data from sensor nodes and send it to cloud
server. Security schemes in data aggregation is categorized in
two types of cryptography. Firstly, asymmetric cryptography
provides secure data aggregation using public and private
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keys for encryption and decryption. Secondly, symmetric
cryptography provides secure data aggregation using single
key for encrypt and decrypt data. Privacy preservation and
encryption-based security plays a vital role in preserving the
integrity of sensitive healthcare information [32]. Alongside
security and privacy, data compression is played a significant
role in healthcare data collection. The compression size of
data depends upon the compression ratio. It reduces the communication, computation cost and also reduces delay while
sending collected data over the edge node or cloud.
Figure 1 illustrates data aggregation in fog enabled smart
healthcare and device interaction scenarios. A number of
sensing devices are attached to the patient’s body to collect
patient’s healthcare data. Sensing devices send this data to
the data aggregator node like smartphones, tabs, and wearable smart devices. Smart collector nodes transmit sensitive healthcare data towards the Fog server. Compression
and authentication are performed on patient data and stored
locally at edge nodes. Fog node processes the data in the
required format of the cloud. The cloud server acquires
data from fog node and stores in cloud repositories. In the
case of non-delay tolerant data, fog server transmits realtime healthcare data on a priority basis towards the cloud.
Compression applies to aggregated data after that it stored
at cloud repositories. Healthcare data are available at cloud
servers for authenticated medical professionals or users to
access specific health information. A request of authenticated user firstly received at the edge node for the required
information. In case of data availability, edge nodes send
necessary information to the requested device. Else, edge
devices acquire requisite data from cloud repositories.
Existing surveys contribute to the literature for healthcare data aggregation in IoT based sensing devices. In survey papers [21] and [33], healthcare devices, architectures,
and technologies are discussed whereas applications of fog
computing are explored in [19] and [34]. These surveys
do not consider security schemes during the transmission
of aggregated data. In [32], [24], security was considered
but IoT scenarios were not extensively explored. In case of
[35] and [36], the secure data collection and aggregation
scenarios were discussed but fog-assisted approached were
not considered. In [37] and [38], secure data sharing with fog
computing support but the limitations and challenges were
not explicitly explored. Most of the healthcare-based fog
approaches are considered for appropriate functionality and
usability. In this context, the security of fog based healthcare
systems often ignore. The motivation of this paper is to
consider the IoMT security threads, feasible solutions, and
future concerns. Moreover, it also considers the influence
of security while aggregating and transmitting healthcare
information. Recently, the fog assisted approached are taking
growing interest of researchers due to its benefits for reducing
transmission delays while accessing or storing data at cloud
repositories. We have identified the gap that fog assisted
schemes for secure data collection, aggregation, and transmission are still needed in literature where the limitations
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 1. Data aggregation in smart healthcare devices.

and open research challenges are also explored. The main
contributions of our work are as follows.
1) An extensive review is performed to evaluate secure
and efficient data aggregation schemes in IoT.
2) Highlighting the healthcare scenarios with IoT. A summary of existing surveys is explored in Table 1 to
identify the gap for our work.
3) Furthermore, we provide analytical review of secure
aggregation schemes in the literature.
4) A taxonomy is presented to explore the flow and categorization of the literature.
5) Finally, we identified numerous open research challenges and then verified that how many schemes in
literature have addressed these challenges.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2
explores the literature review of data collection, aggregation and transmission schemes that also consider security.
In Section 3, we present the analytical discussion of dominating studies where a summary of these scheme is also presented in a tabular format. Section 4 presents open research
challenges and Section 6 conclude our work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section, we formulate a taxonomy for different secure
aggregation schemes shown in Figure 2. Presented taxonomy
of secure schemes divided into three sections like secure
Fog based data aggregation schemes, secure data aggregation
schemes in healthcare and secure data aggregation schemes
using fog computing in healthcare. In this section, we have
also focused on the different basic issues of secure data
aggregation and data dissemination while using fog node.
VOLUME 9, 2021

Fog computing support mobility for providing efficient and
smooth communication at remote locations.

A. SECURE FOG BASED DATA AGGREGATION

IoT security from a data perspective is categorized security
in three different aspects like One-stop, Multi-stop, and Endstop aspects [32]. In the one-stop dimension data aggregated by one endpoint node and send it over the internet
and received from the internet [43]. In this perspective,
lightweight crypto is a need for a security perspective and
a trusted environment for the data transition to the internet.
In the multi-stop aspect, multiple groups of devices remain
connected with the internet or a local network. This situation
leads to the need for secure communication among several
nodes. In the end-stop aspect, the applications are based on
different aspects like smart home and smart healthcare [44].
These aspects provide privacy, forensics, and social or legal
challenges for a researcher to formulate an effective solution for these issues. An anonymous and secure aggregation
scheme (ASAS) presents a model not only for data aggregation from terminal nodes but also protect the identity of end
nodes. It implements pseudonyms and homomorphic encryption techniques to assure the privacy of data. While preserving
the integrity of data, end node devices anonymously transmit
data to the fog node and assist the end node data over the
cloud server. The presented scheme saves the bandwidth from
Fog to cloud while applying data aggregation techniques [45].
A lightweight privacy-preserving data aggregation (LPDA)
Scheme combines the Homomorphic Paillier encryption and
the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Moreover, it aggregates
16851
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TABLE 1. Summary of surveys on secure data aggregation based scheme.

data at a single device. Likewise, a one-way hash chain technique utilizes to avoid bad data injection threat. Edge nodes
report aggregation based on Cis to directly obtain device Di
individual data and receiving total number of c1s , c2s . . . , cNs
from all IoT devices in time slot TS . Fog devices utilize
secret key SN +1 to compute hash H (TS )n.SN +1 and executes
data aggregation procedure shown in equation (1). In this
scenario, Fog devices process data locally to upload filter
data at the cloud storage and also perform division of devices
into subgroups according to its sensing functionality. From
an efficiency perspective, it minimizes the computational and
communication costs up to some extent [46].
Y


N
C =
Cis .H (TS )n.SN +1
s
i=1
(1)

macs = h (Cs ||TS|| sk)
APPA is an anonymity and privacy based aggregation
scheme. It provides an anonymous update of certificate
and also preserves the integrity of data aggregated from
16852

smart devices. On the edge of the system, data is aggregated
from smart sensing devices SDs and upload this data using
a transmission network towards the Fog node FN s . It acts
as a middle layer that temporarily stores data to apply local
computation on the received data as per selected format
of the cloud server before sending this data towards the
public cloud server PCS. In equation 7, data is collected
by smart devices at Fog d1 , d2 . . . , dn at time tT given in
equation (2). Therefore, SDi is the ith smart device and it picks
random number rs ZN∗ , Ci is comprised of SD0i s pseudonym
and perform computation on encrypted data where (σi ) message digest computes smart devices SDi , taking hash of
received ciphertext in in equation above (H3 (Ci )) mod n
and SDi send data packet to the FN K node given in
equation (3) [47].
Ci = (PseuSDi )di .rsn mod n2
= (gri rj )di .rsn mod n2
SDi → FN K : {Ci ||σi || CrepSDi ||TS}

(2)
(3)
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 2. Taxonomy for secure data aggregation schemes.

In equation (4) and (5), data is aggregated at the Fog node,
FN K verify (H3 (Ci )) mod n holds or not. If holds then it
starts aggregating data with SDs using pseudonym certificate.
The term rk represents random number selected in
pseudonym generation, (CrepSDi ) is a pseudonym certificate
at smart devices as given in (6) where TS is a timestamp,
message digest is calculated by σCa H3 (Ca ) mod n and further
transmit report packet to the public cloud server [47].
n
X

(Ci .CrepSDi ) =

i=1

n
X

[ gri rj

di

0

.gri rz )]mod n2

i=1

= g(d1 ,d2 ...,dn )rj rz mod n2
n
X

0
Ci .CrepSDi .CrepFN j .grk
Ca =

(4)

i=1

m1 op m2 = DEC (Enc (m1 ) op Enc (m2 ))

= g(d1 ,d2 ...,dn )rj rz .gri rz rk .grk mod n2
0 0

Pn

=g

1=1 di

0

mod n2

(5)

PCS also applies computation on received data to analyze
data in the context of the required format. Trusted TCA and
local LCA certification authority authorities are independent
agencies that preserve the integrity of data and also provide
secure data transmission.
FN K → PCS : {σCa ||Ca ||TS||CrepSDi }

(6)

Although, that provides multilevel security and authentication of smart devices. However, it is a reasonable choice
for the performance in limited devices scenario. In case of
large no of devices, performance of APPA scheme is affected.
To overcome this issue, a scalable and efficient scheme is
required. It demands a real-time healthcare data transmission
scheme with improved performance [47]. Abdulatif et al.
present a secure edge of things (EoT) framework in smart
healthcare. It uses fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) to
VOLUME 9, 2021

preserve data privacy. Clustering-based techniques analyze
large scale heterogeneous data for real-time computation and
local storage at the EoT devices. A lot of devices generate data
and transmit over the cloud server. EoT devices are the middle
layer between the cloud and the end node devices to reduce
the overhead at the cloud servers. Key generation is based
on two BGV keys secret key and publickey . Homomorphic
encryption generates ciphertext c for plaintext m where op is
number of computations. BGV has following homomorphic
properties in equation (7). FHE provides storage and analysis
capability for encrypted data. This work applies clusteringbased techniques like the K-means clustering(KMC) algorithm and Fuzzy C-Mean clustering (FCMC) algorithm for
local processing at edge nodes [48].
∀m1 , m2 Ap
(7)

In the time-aware and space-ware scenario, a cooperative
privacy preserved scheme provides authentication and access
control of data at wearable devices. The edge node utilizes
MinHash authentication for privacy preservation of sensitive data with similarity determination of patient data in a
space-aware scenario. At the cloud server, cyphertext base
encryption allows access control and achieves an efficient
data structure while using bloom filters in a time-aware scenario. This smart healthcare architecture elaborates security
issues for edge and cloud-based hybrid computing and also
solved these issues such as mutual authentication, privacy
preservation, preserving the integrity of data. Security analysis was conducted on GNY logic to prove the correctness
of the design. [49]. An (ABE/ABS) provides security and
control data access with updated ciphertext in Fog computing.
Moreover, utilize ciphertext policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE) and attribute-based signature (ABS). It provides
16853
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secure access to data while using ciphertext updates and computation outsourcing. It presents attribute-based data encryption based on multiple policies. End nodes transmit ciphertext
over the Fog node to perform encryption and decryption.
Signing of data is performed at the Fog node to send data
over cloud repositories. On the receiving side, only that
user can decrypt the ciphertext whose attributes full fill the
requirements of access policies. It also provides secure update
ciphertext and data access control [50].
B. SECURE HEALTHCARE DATA AGGREGATION

Evolving technologies like wearable smart devices and smartphones lead healthcare towards a personalized healthcare
system [51]. Wearable and smart sensing devices are becoming an essential part of our daily life cycle. Generally, IoT
based personal healthcare systems divide personal health care
devices into four different layers. These layers are such as
application layer, data processing layer, network layer, and
sensing layer. The security of a personalized healthcare system is an essential open research issue [39]. Moreover, High
security and privacy based protocols are the basic requirements of WBAN [52], [53]. In this scenario, different security
measures like TinySec [54] Biometric, ZigBee security service, wireless security protocol, Bluetooth security protocol,
hardware encryption, and encryption techniques. Likewise,
several communication architectures of IoMT are targeting
the multiple aspects of security and privacy to preserve the
integrity of patient data [40], [55]. Moreover, existing studies
explore numerous issues and challenges in the healthcare
domain and provide suitable solutions for IoMT based applications, technologies, and architectures in terms of security
and interoperability.
Remote healthcare services are major contributions of IoT
in healthcare [56]. In this context, security and privacy both
are the main challenging issue for remote health monitoring
systems [33], [57]. Therefore, SAPS provides a secure communication platform for patients and medical professionals
without acknowledging their personal information. In session
key generation, it attains the un-traceability and anonymity
of members. It provides secure and anonymity based remote
conversation between authenticated patient and healthcare
professional. This research work provides a platform for
privacy preserved and secure healthcare based data transmission [58]. In lightweight data aggregation schemes, security is an essential need for the deployment of e-healthcare
applications. To solve this problem, apply keyed-hash message authentication (HMAC) to authenticate the integrity of
data during data exchange. Registration of sensing devices
based on masked identity MSId i as MSId i = h(Id i ||Xi ).
It calculates hash of device id value Id i and secret key Xi .
During authentication phase, authentication code is HMAC =
(MSId i , Id i , N ) where N is an nonce value of sensor nodes
and M at base station. Message is received at based station. Symmetric key K is established by concatenating nonce
values and encrypted with Xi secret key of sensor node
as K = F(Enc(N ||M , Xi )). The base station calculates,
16854

decrypts, verifies the session key and stores in table. In this
model, data collected from different sensing devices attached
to the body of the patient to transmit over the edge node
or base station. It provides secure aggregation of healthcare
data by authenticating both sensors and base stations. In this
situation, it reduces energy, communication, and computation
cost along with security against different attacks. However,
it applies to only device-level security for healthcare
applications [59].
In a lightweight and centralized two-hop WBANs scheme,
different sensors on the body of a patient transmit data at
the edge nodes for aggregation. For security, it authenticates
sensing data with local hub node or edge node. To attain the
anonymity of data session keys are generating over the edge
nodes. On the other hand, it authenticates the security of the
presented model with (AVISPA). Only a few hash operations
perform over the edge and sensor nodes to achieve low computational cost and energy consumption. In this case, there is
no need to store any information related to the security of sensitive data over the public cloud server. Therefore, the computation of data from a security perspective performs over
the edge or hub device [60]. A lightweight and priority-based
compressed data aggregation scheme (PCDA) improves the
efficiency of sensitive patient data transmission. It considers
the efficient data aggregation over the central servers is a
critical task. Thus, compression and encryption can resolve
this issue at the central servers. It is using a cryptographic
hash algorithm to preserve healthcare data. It contributes to
the medical wireless sensor network (WSN) to compress the
data for reducing communication costs. It encrypts the data
for the security of collected healthcare information [61].
Ashutosh et al. present decentralized privacy preserved
scheme in healthcare (DDPA). It highlights the security and
privacy concerns related to the remote monitoring of patients.
The model ensures the identity verification. Formatted data
transmit to smart contracts with threshold values. These
threshold values decide the patient’s condition like normal
or abnormal. The alert message of abnormality is transmitted
to the patient and stored at cloud server as well. It presents
a blockchain mechanism to manage and analyze sensitive
healthcare data. Security and privacy system models are
based on cryptographic primitives to make transactions of
data anonymous and secure. The model utilizes both asymmetric and symmetric approaches for securing the transaction
of the data [62]. DDAP scheme provides privacy preservation
and dynamically distributed storage in the healthcare monitoring system. It introduces a pseudonymized architecture
for dynamically distributed data storage and a dynamic query
analyzer to preserve the integrity of healthcare data. The
pseudonymization and anonymization methods are utilized
for the privacy preservation of healthcare data. It formulates
a design of a query analyzer for anonymization. Privacy
constraint, using prior information D ∈ Rm mean single
data record, P probability density based set of possible joint
functions p on Rm and A be a strategy. Moreover, P generates
m-dimensional D and D0 independent data records. ε mean
VOLUME 9, 2021
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FIGURE 3. Secure data transmission and storage at FoG and cloud.

privacy budget for a differential privacy constraints are shown
in equation (8) where q ≤ m is total number of queries,
K1 , . . . , K1 . εk is an information available after first K queries
for disclosure. Privacy constraint further divided into steps
in equation (9). It provides the privacy of healthcare data
while storing and data analyzers utilize for healthcare data
analysis [63]. Multiple studies point out the communication
architecture, privacy, security challenges and threats. Open
research directions are also explored.


∀Pp : ProbP A (D) = A D0
Z
=
P (dD) ≥ e−ε
(8)
m
D∈R
n



0
0
ProbP A dq1 , . . . , dqk = A dq1
, . . . , dqk
|A

o

0
0
× dq1 , . . . , dqk−1 = A dq1
, . . . , dqk−1
≥ e−(εk −εk−1 )

(9)

C. SECURE DATA AGGREGATION USING FOG
COMPUTING IN HEALTHCARE

Fog computing in healthcare focuses on the secure data collection and data aggregation for the local and remote patients.
Security and privacy are essential to ensure confidentiality
and integrity of data while transmitting sensitive medical
data toward the cloud server [64] as shown in Figure 3.
Patient-centric healthcare system helps in reducing cliniccentric treatment by remotely monitoring by local/remote
medical staff [65]. Generally, The patient-centric healthcare
VOLUME 9, 2021

system consists of a multi-layer structure [37]. In this context, fog computing faces different challenges like reducing
latency, privacy, energy efficiency, bandwidth, scalability,
and dependability. It is a challenging task to efficiently aggregate data from healthcare devices and locally processed data
at the fog then transmitted towards the cloud server [34].
Rahul et al. introduce privacy preserved healthcare framework for electronic medical records (EMRs) using Fog. EMR
considers privacy as a main challenging issue and focuses
on preserving privacy with fast response time in the Fog
assisted healthcare scenario. Edge devices, aggregate patient
data then transmit it towards Fog accumulators. The identity
manager uses pseudo identity for the individual identity of
patient records and starts the cryptographic exchange for
the security of the devices. The fog layer is a middle layer
between the sensor nodes and the public cloud server. Therefore, the Fog layer has required any services from the public
cloud server. In this situation, a key center provides a security
key for authentication [66].
In Fog based patient health monitoring systems, data of different diseases is processed and aggregated at the edge of the
network. In FHMS, sensing devices consist of wearable and
non-wearable sensing devices and applications for personal
health monitoring running on the edge devices. Sensitive
data of the patient divides into two types of sensing data
extrinsic and intrinsic. In extrinsic data of patients need the
environmental sensors and intrinsic data collected by biosensors. After the local processing of data at the Fog, server
data transmit towards the cloud server and store in cloud
repositories. Moreover, it provides a basic level security using
an encryption key but it lacks in providing proper security
model [67]. The EHDA efficient healthcare data aggregation
scheme provides peer to peer-based data communication of
sensing devices and node to node-based data communication
of collector nodes. Message receiving algorithm is used at
the aggregator node to create a secure aggregated message.
Aggregator nodes compress data size to reduce energy consumption and communication cost while transmitting data to
fog node. At the edge node, the message extraction algorithm
is utilized to extract device-level data [68].
Data compression gains a lot of attention in healthcare
because of sensing devices on the body of a patient who
has limited resources. Existing studies provide several compression mechanisms to reduce communication and storage
costs. Robinson et al. present the scheme for wearable sensor
networks and provide compression by combining different
algorithms in sequence. It combines Huffman with LZW
and analysis shows that the Huffman algorithm is stable.
Moreover, LZW is better in terms of compression ratio and
consumes more time. It also combines TTTD with LZW and
analysis shows that TTTD has a lower compression ratio than
LZW but still faster from LZW. Therefore, a new hybrid
algorithm introduces by combining TTTD and Huffman algorithms in a sequence. TTTD-H improves compression and
performance. It enhances performance while reducing the
compression file size by utilizing the TTTD-H algorithm.
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In this context, it also enhances the compression time [69].
SSD provides secure and scalable deduplication of healthcare
data for statistical computations. Thus, a deterministic record
linking algorithm is used to de-duplicate the horizontally
partitioned healthcare data. The presented scheme targeting
three main issues are efficiency, scalability, and security.
From a security perspective, a semi-honest model applies to
protect the identity of individuals and the integrity of data.
The presented scheme is a fast and scalable scheme that
protects the privacy of patient healthcare sensitive data [70].
A privacy-protecting scheme for healthcare data aggregation introduces a privacy-protection which is SlepianWolf-coding-based algorithm(SW-SSS). It shares data in
association of multiple public cloud servers while ensuring
data integrity and retransmission occurs in case of data loss.
Patient data stores on multiple cloud servers in case any
cloud server is compromised but the data still protected [71].
A secure deduplication and data dissemination (S-DDD)
scheme introduces an adaptive chunking algorithm (ACA)
to show the cut point between two windows. It reduces
the communication and storage costs while using the Fog
layer as a collector node and receiving duplicated values
to remove redundancy on the collector node. It provides
secure data exchange between smart devices and the collector
nodes while using symmetric encryption [72]. Personal health
information (PHI) is an encryption and deduplication based
scheme for real-time data. The health physicians are authorized for treatment through a public cloud server. It utilizes
Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) along with deduplication
to reduce bandwidth and storage space while sending data
over the cloud server [73].
III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the comparative analysis of data
in the tabular form. It explores basic idea, method, metrics,
limitations, and strong points of the schemes. In Table 2,
we provide an analytical review of those schemes discussed
in the literature review in detail and elaborate them in a
tabular form. In this table, we present the summary of data
aggregation based schemes for healthcare. These schemes
categorize into three sections. Section-I elaborates six different schemes based on secure Fog based data aggregation
in healthcare. In these schemes, LPDA [46], APPA [47],
ABE/ABS [50] formulate metrics for computational costs.
[46], [47] also presents metrics for communication cost and
FHE [48] CPP [49] construct metrics for execution time with
the number of edge devices. Analysis of this section provides
that those schemes are applicable in the healthcare scenario,
with further minimizing the computation and computational
costs with a minimum storage cost. Section-II elaborates six
different schemes based on secure data aggregation schemes
in healthcare. In these schemes, only SAPS [58], HMAC [59],
AVISPA [60], PCDA [61] analyzed metrics while comparing with other schemes, four of them present metrics for
communication costs. Low computation and storage costs
are explored in [58], low computational cost and energy
16856

consumption in [59], [60], minimum energy consumption
with high computation cost in [61], anonymous and secure
transaction of healthcare data in [62], [63]. Section-III elaborates eight different schemes based on secure data aggregation schemes using Fog computing in healthcare. In these
schemes, FHMS [67] EHDA provides metrics for energy consumption. The analysis provides that efficiency and energy
consumption need to be improved to implement in the smart
healthcare-based systems. Moreover, TTTD [69], SSD [70]
presents metrics for compression time by taking compression
time under consideration, low compression time provides
efficient transmission and low latency rate. Reference [69],
PHI [73] introduce metrics for file size compression. The
analysis proves that if we reduce the size of data, then it also
reduces the computational and storage costs.
Table 3 presents the comparative analysis of scheme where
different matrices are explored in terms of low, average
and high. Data aggregation schemes are studied to evaluate
the security concerns in Fog assisted healthcare. We have
examined the metrics of these studies in terms of High,
Average, and Low, respectively. In the presenting schemes,
AVISPA [60], DDPA [62], ASAS [45], and FHMS [67] provide high values in terms of communication cost and energy
consumption. The main target of this paper is the security
of data while aggregating. Therefore, most of the schemes
provide a high level of security with minimum delay and
storage cost.
IV. OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES

IoT enables healthcare technologies to provide a lot of benefits from a personal health perspective but many challenges
still ahead like cost-effective sensing devices, advanced algorithms for lifelogging data, privacy, and security. This section
explores numerous research challenges to construct efficient
and secure data aggregation schemes for fog assisted IoMT.
In the Healthcare domain, multiple challenging issues need
to consider. However, we only target the relevant ones.
In the future, there is an essential need to overcome these
challenges. The COVID-19 arises the need for secure data
collection and remotely monitoring the patients. Our work
highlights the key challenges in the healthcare domain to
provide future research direction in IoT enabled healthcare.
These open research challenges are considered as follows;
A. SECURITY FOR DATA AGGREGATION

In IoMT, security is the prime technical concern for protecting connected devices and connected networks [21].
Secure network and hardware lead to secure and enhanced
IoMT [74]. Trust management is a criterion in which a device
considered to be secure and reliable while interacting with
other devices [37]. In open networks, security is an essential
need while exchanging data between the sensors and servers.
It is quite difficult to avoid criminal activities who attain valuable information about the patients or perform undetectable
physical attacks in open networks [60], [71], [75]. In data
aggregation, third parties access the sensitive information of
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TABLE 2. Summary of secure data aggregation based schemes for healthcare.
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TABLE 2. (Continued.) Summary of secure data aggregation based schemes for healthcare.

a patient and open a gateway for different security
threats [72]. Many different challenges are faced while
designing security solutions in MWSNs [61]. To formulate
an efficient and secure mechanism against several security
threats is a challenging task [30]. Securely detect and protect
data from several threats is a hot topic while transmitting
sensitive data towards Fog and cloud server [73]. Malware
detection and protection at Fog node in healthcare domain
is an open research challenge [76]. Fog assisted systems still
need to formulate suitable schemes which provide continuous
16858

protection and computation of resources to protect against
malware attacks [77], [78]. A large number of edge devices
are part of fog based system where any malicious device can
inject malware for denial of service. Smartphones or smart
devices are installed as a fog node owing to these devices
easily affected by malware infection. Thus, there is a need to
formulate artificial intelligent schemes or deployed malware
detection devices at edge nodes to avoid these security attacks
[79], [80]. Attackers target the middle layer to change the
data or affect the communication of the central layer with
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TABLE 3. Summary comparative analysis of schemes.

other layers. Security is a salient research problem in computing devices that are located at the edge of the network [81].
In WBAN [82], sensitive data encrypts with the ciphertext to
maintaining minimal storage space and other resources [83].
However, it is a challenging task to formulate a secure system consuming fewer medical resources. IoT faces multiple
challenges while aggregating data from smart devices like the
availability of resources, security, and privacy concerns [84].
In this situation, sensitive medical information related to the
patient can be changed. Thus, fog nodes face those security
threats which do not exist in cloud architecture.

B. PRIVACY OF DATA FOR INFORMATION EXCHANGE

Privacy is a prime concern to protect the sensitive data of
individuals and also protect the identity of individuals [85].
In privacy, there is a need for a standard to attain privacy
of data storage, sharing, transmission, and applications in
e-health [32]. Privacy preservation is a significant challenge
in the communication of sensitive data and open access
data for edge and cloud computing-based healthcare system
[22], [49], [86]. The deployment of the Fog layer boosts the
potential of IoM. In this context, these deployments introduce
multiple security and privacy issues [66], [87]. Smart healthcare based IoT enabled systems mostly follow three basic
steps like data collection at the sensory layer, data aggregation
at the collector layer, and data analysis or processing at
the Fog or cloud layer. Privacy in three basic scenarios is
a necessary open research topic in healthcare [88]. In the
present situation, there is a need to implement a privacy
preservation mechanism to preserve the integrity of data and
ensure that third parties cannot access the healthcare sensitive data [89]. In IoT, several existing privacy preservation
mechanisms of data aggregation fall in different categories
like anonymity based privacy preservation [45], encryption
based privacy preservation [90]. The design of IoMT based
VOLUME 9, 2021

privacy preserved scheme with significant data utility still a
critical challenge for future research [91].
C. PRIVACY QUALITY OF SERVICES FOR HEALTHCARE
DATA EXCHANGE

Quality of service(QoS) is different types of priorities for
multiple application according to the requirement and ensure
a certain level of performance for data transmission. In Fog
based healthcare paradigm, quality of services is a major concern while transferring tasks from one node to another node
with less load as compared to the first one [92]. In exchange
for data from the end node to the server node, the main
challenging task is to preserve the integrity of sensitive patient
data [67]. In IoT, latency is the time required to send a data
packet from one node device to another. Latency is known
as round trip time, the total time to send and receive data
from the device. Waiting time is also called latency, like a
system waiting for another element to complete its processing. The quality of service depends on different aspects of
performance, such as latency and bandwidth. In other words,
QoS means low processing time and power consumption at
the Fog node. QoS is a prime challenging issue in Fog based
healthcare system.
D. SCALABILITY FOR MASSIVE DATA SHARING

Scalability represents the capability of system, network, and
software application to enhance and manage the increasing
demand. IoMT based network systems growing in size and
network complexity can lead to scalability issues [93]. The
management of resources is also a main challenging problem
in Fog and cloud-based healthcare systems [94]. Scalability
in networks involves increase in bandwidth and number of
users. Generally, a formulated algorithm running efficiently
on a small scale whereas it is challenging in large scale
by ensuring reliability and efficiency [95]. Integration of
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a healthcare system allows professionals to remotely access
the patient and also enhances the scalability and flexibility
of data aggregation from remote areas. Scalability is a challenging task to provide health care services in emergency
scenarios because the requirement for healthcare services is
increased that leads towards the server and network breakdown [96]. An efficient and scalable healthcare system is
required to overcome the increasing demand for healthcare
services.
E. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FOR MASSIVE DATA

Data management of sensitive data depends on data type,
size, velocity, and a collection of a large amount of data in
less possible time. Data management is itself a challenging
issue and also in the smart healthcare domain. Therefore, fog
computing provides a solution by managing and processing
data locally at the middle layer between the smart sensing
devices and the cloud storage repositories [37]. In IoT, heterogeneity belongs to a platform that permits communication and multiple types of devices using multiple protocols.
Heterogeneity is also a challenging topic in Fog computing.
In the healthcare paradigm, different sensing devices of multiple companies are attached to the patient’s body. Moreover,
every device sends separately patient data to the medical
server. Implementation of heterogeneity is a challenging issue
in this healthcare framework [97]. Data transmit from sensing
devices to the edge node for local processing for this communication heterogeneity [98] plays a significant role because
it permits this communication between end and edge nodes.
In a multiuser-scenario, multiple users interact with the same
resource. Accordingly, the management of resources plays a
significant role in providing a minimum delay to the device
user. A challenging task data offloading is overcome by using
fog computing because the fog node decides which node
provides minimum delay while offloading data to another
server node.
F. FOG ASSISTED STORAGE REPOSITORIES

Fog server consists of sufficient storage as local repositories
and large data storage as cloud repositories at the cloud
server. Cloud repositories store a large amount of data [99].
Fog server helps in maintaining the most recent data in local
repositories to provide real-time data transmission and local
processing for decision making at the Fog node before interacting with the cloud server. Big data [100], [101] storage
provides a platform for record-keeping to maintain a history
of record and processed data for decision making so it can
be accessed in the future [102]. The fog-enabled medical
systems consist of multiple large numbers of sensing devices
across the network to send real-time patient data towards
the Fog node. It locally processes data and further uploads
de-duplicated data over the cloud server [103]. On the other
hand, medical staff requests a Fog server using smart mobile
devices to access patient data [104]. Therefore, efficient data
processing and storage have become a challenging issue.
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However, new algorithms or techniques will be needed in the
future to manage the storage among the nodes.
G. DEDUPLICATION FOR HEALTHCARE DATA

Data deduplication is a procedure that removes redundant
data and lowering storage costs. Data ownership management and abortion is an open research issue for secure data
deduplication [105]. In a multi-user scenario, if ownership
of some users removes from the ownership member list so
prevent these users from accessing data after removal of their
ownership to some specific data and also filter redundant
data before sending it over cloud [103]. Data compression
is known as bit coding [106]. In this way, the convergence
of data bits in those manners consumes less space on the
server [107]. A high rate of data compression ratio is a
challenge to implement during data exchange between the
sensor node and the edge devices [108]. In this perspective,
it reduces the communication cost because of the reduced
size of transmitting data [69]. Encryption based security and
privacy of de-duplicated data is also a challenging research
issue. One related solution to attain secure duplication is to
encrypt data at the smart collector node and deduplication
of data performed on the Fog server. Efficient and effective
deduplication with security is a crucial open research challenge in secure deduplication [73].
H. DEDUPLICATION CONTINUOUS CONNECTIVITY
SUPPORT DURING MOBILITY

It becomes a more challenging issue in the mobility of a
patient. Thus, a patient is present at a location where it could
not find the connectivity of the network [109]. Then, he can
use the other network or other smart devices nearby for data
transmission. In this case, there is an issue of security and privacy of the patient’s sensitive data [110], [111]. In Fog architecture, healthcare-based sensors and data collector devices
such as mobile phone devices [112] or vehicles [113], [114]
act as a collector node to provide continuous connectivity
support to efficiently send data from sensor nodes to Fog
node while using collector node. In this scenario, a patient
using a mobile device as a collector node that collects the
data of different wearable sensing devices attached to the
patient’s body and performs multiple communications over
the network [115]. Smart devices in the healthcare centre
are available in remote locations. Smartphones and vehicles
communication is also an open research issue in IoMT [96].
In IoT enabled healthcare systems, mobility of devices or
patients is also challenging. It demands continued support
of services while moving across multiple Fog nodes [116].
In the Fog node, mobility management issues require a guarantee of no interruption from provided services. There is
a need for suitable techniques and schemes for efficiently
handling mobility but scarce research conducted on mobility [117] and still an open research topic for future research
studies.
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TABLE 4. Summary of addressing challenging issues in schemes.

I. REDUCE COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTATIONAL
COST TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY

In data aggregating, there is a need to overcome these challenges like reducing communication costs, energy consumption [61]. In smart healthcare, there is a pivotal requirement of
cost-effective wearable sensing devices. In this perspective,
smart devices must be rich in quality and less in cost [34].
It is a challenging issue to introduce intelligent services with
the sensor node and the edge nodes during data exchange to
reduce the communication cost [4], [118]. In the IoT scenario,
efficiency means real-time data aggregation in minimum
time with less consumption of resources. In practical use of
secure multiparty computations, the main challenging issues
are efficiency and scalability [70]. In the combination of
intelligent processing and data-aggregation takes us toward
the intelligent data collection techniques in the future. In this
context, systems improve the efficiency and effectiveness
of data aggregation [36], [119]. Cost reduction in terms of
communication and computation while aggregating data at
the Fog server is a demanding issue in the context of Fog computing [120]. Moreover, efficiency is a challenging topic for
real-time data aggregation over the cloud server while using
the Fog node. We observed that scarce research conducting
on priority based non-delay tolerant data aggregation. In this
way, there is a need to research efficient priority based data
aggregation from sensor nodes to the Fog node and further
upload non-delay tolerant data to cloud servers on priority
bases [121]. In future work, research demands to explore
new Fog based techniques and algorithms to aggregate realtime data efficiently. Table 4 explores whether the schemes
have considered the identified challenges or not. It has been
observed that scalability and quality of service are not considered by most of the schemes in literature. On the contrary,
data aggregation, mobility, load balancing and heterogeneity
are considered by most of the schemes.
VOLUME 9, 2021

J. LESSONS LEARNED

The lesson learned from reviewed schemes and research challenges are explored as follows. From the aspect of design,
there is a need for effective technologies to manage the
heterogeneity among the IoMT nodes, fog cloud. Another
lesson is learned concerns the deficiency of suitable tracking
and restructuring techniques in fog enabled healthcare systems. These mechanisms play a critical role while considering
mobility and scalability but still scarce research has been
considered for these mechanisms.
V. CONCLUSION

IoT is essentially important to improve the quality of human
life by the interconnection of different technologies, smart
devices, and applications. Healthcare schemes consider the
medical architecture and its role in the physical world.
In this context, smart medical devices aggregate patient
data and transmit towards server nodes for analysis. It is
quite challenging to securely and efficiently transmit data
towards the Fog/cloud server. In this paper, we have conducted a survey of secure healthcare data collection, aggregation and transmission approaches that are categorized as
per taxonomy. We have categorically presented the comparative analysis for the dominating schemes in the literature.
We have focused on secure data aggregation based schemes,
secure fog-assisted data collection, and healthcare schemes.
By involving fog computing for healthcare data sharing,
the transmission delays are reduced as compared to the only
cloud approach. It can be beneficial for non-delay tolerant
emergency applications in healthcare. Moreover, the compressed data collection based schemes are also explored
that reduce the data size and sharing cost. Furthermore,
open research challenges are identified and then verified that
whether the schemes in literature addressed these challenges
or not. It opens a new horizon for the researchers to resolve
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these issues by proposing dependable novel solutions. In the
future, we shall explore the impact of software-defined networking to analyze the data before its transmission to reduce
data traffic and communication costs.
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